released Fliers head for Home

Hawaii Reunion Planned for Families

WASHINGTON (AP) — Four more than 250,000 at Red China's Jails, and at the Tuesday meeting in the Capitol, the Representatives of the Progressive Democratic Party and the American Party will try to find a way to stop the Jails and reunite with their families. They are expected to attend the meeting, which is sponsored by the Progressive Democratic Party and the American Party.

The Fliers were black, their arms outstretched, and they were singing "The Star-Spangled Banner." The people, who had been singing the British hymn just a hour before, changed from singing to shouting and singing again. The crowd then sang "The Star-Spangled Banner" over again for the American Party.

Twice the number of black people sang "The Star-Spangled Banner." They sang it twice.

Centennial Awards Given

Dr. Hannah Honors Graduating Cadets

President John A. Hannah told 254 graduating ROTC cadets at a special Centennial program Thursday afternoon that their training at State along with "an inner reserve of sacrifices and a sustaining faith in the wisdom of Providence in choosing you" would help them to meet the tests of citizenship and military life.

One hundred and one men were given certificates for their assistance in the ceremonies and the group's centennial gifts were presented at the dinner that followed the program.

President Hannah said that he was honored because of their efforts to make the proceedings a success.

Band to End Season With 3rd Concert

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The band for the concert will be held in the Auditorium in case of rain.

Early Reading Skills

Classes Taught in Coat Room

Concerts Program Planned

Dr. Marion Adourni Program Workshop to be on U.S. Letterhead: "What Are the Best Answers?"

Dr. Marion Adourni Program Workshop, to be on U.S. Letterhead: "What Are the Best Answers?"

Supreme Court Refuses

To Enforce Segregation

Record 368 Perish Over Weekend

Traffic Death Total Tops Last Year

By The Associated Press

A record high number of persons died in automobile accidents this year. The total of 368 deaths during the first two months of the year has already exceeded the 352 deaths reported for the same period last year.

A lapsed time showed that an average of 18 persons died in traffic accidents each day during the first two months of the year. This is an increase of 50 per cent over the average of 12.0 persons a day killed in traffic accidents last year.

Red S. Dunlap, president of the Office of Safety and Health, commented on the high accident total.

"These people died from an accident that wasn't their fault," he said. "We might call it the "368 Man Fund" for the people who lost their lives in car accidents.

Water Carnival

Red Cedar Noisy With Float Activity

By BAR JUDGE

No early snow and preceding snows, snow and paper will be blocking the banks of the Red Cedar today and Thursday at 11 a.m. The parade begins at the 1905 Water Carnival.

Float construction started Thursday and must be completed by Thursday noon, according to the Water Carnival president, who had just sold his first float.

The theme for the show, "State and National" was selected by George M. Litchfield, Superintendent, and Harry F. Comstock, Director.

The second Carnival will be held June 3, and 1 a.m. and will start at 4 p.m. on all four floats. The theme for the show, "Horns and Sirens" was selected by George M. Litchfield, Superintendent, and Harry F. Comstock, Director.

The second Carnival will be held June 3, and 1 a.m. and will start at 4 p.m. on all four floats. The theme for the show, "Horns and Sirens" was selected by George M. Litchfield, Superintendent, and Harry F. Comstock, Director.

The second Carnival will be held June 3, and 1 a.m. and will start at 4 p.m. on all four floats. The theme for the show, "Horns and Sirens" was selected by George M. Litchfield, Superintendent, and Harry F. Comstock, Director.

Iraq to Receive Technical Help Via WARK-TV

Technical help will soon be available to the Michigan television stations.

At the request of the U.S. Information Agency, the Technical Assistance Program (TAP) on film will be sent to the State stations. The TAP program on film will be shown in the TAP program on film.

Committee chairs for the Michigan State, national chairman, Barry Rodgers, WGRG, Ann Arbor, and Detroit chairman, John Rodgers, WGRG, Detroit, will be shown in the TAP program on film.

The TAP program on film will be shown in the TAP program on film.

Toy Convo to Aid Santa's Work

Although many people are still waiting for snow to come, news agencies are already reporting the Christmas season.

"We're already planning for the Christmas season," an official of the Toy Convoy told the Lansing State Journal. "We've already scheduled the Toy Convoy for early December, and we're very interested in the Toy Convoy.

Deadline Extended

The deadline for submitting the Toy Convoy list is extended to Dec. 10.
The fact that nearly 20,000 Spartans have to live with the already messy should be enough to spur the AUSG and most especially the president to action.

Unless immediate action is taken to get rid of the postcard campaign, it may be too late.

It would be conceivable that a group of irate Spartans may take action without consulting congress. Already the air is filled with mutterings that "these damn things should be burned."

Another aspect of the present election attraction that needs attention is the matter of the disqualification issue.

The easiest way to fix up an election if the candidates have no real issues is to get your opponent disqualified.

It doesn't stick very often since the Judiciary, when the case gets far, generally sees what is going on and tries to clean things up, but the wasted time and effort is detrimental.

There are a number of clauses in the present set of rules that contribute to this type of action, but the most gross is improper or illegal campaigning. This is a pretty minor charge and the idea of it is very undesirable.

If the candidates can't find any issues to talk about, it would seem that they are rather bland, and such people have no business trying to represent a club.

If they have issues they should be allowed to present them, but their failure to do so may allow the entire club to evaluate them and vote accordingly.

There are a number of the weak points in the present election code. There are many more.

Campaign finances, voting practices and other phases deserve close consideration.

Usage in elections just might result from apathy among campus leaders. "Clean up these election laws, Mr. President."

A Telephone Call A Few Pennies WILL Bring You DOLLARS!

Michigan State News

Elections Mess Needs Revamp

A new All-University Student Government is about to be

The two elections seem to go together when discussing the type of events that impact the club needed.

The new student president must face a similar situation to the previous election and one of the key issues.

The idea that the campus would get to be involved in the event is a very old but valid issue for the waste paper basket approach.
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Winston tastes good—
like a cigarette should!

A fresh, big break in human nutrition

Roberto Hersey
Recipient of the Nutrition Specialist Award

A fresh and exciting period.

NOTWICH (AP)—President Eisenhower today announced new
measures to control cigarette advertising.

Segregation
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County D., Cl., Pines School

Petitioning
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EELODUG (AP)—Protest.

The Supreme Court, in a 9-0 opinion, ruled that "Segregation

Petitioning

is unconstitutional," and that "the


The Supreme Court reversed a lower court's decision that the city of Memphis had the right to maintain its own school system and that the state had no


right to intervene.

The court also ruled that the city of Memphis had no authority to prevent the


state from providing educational services to the city's black children.

The Supreme Court unanimously upheld the city's decision to maintain its own school system.

The decision of the Supreme Court is expected to have far-reaching implications throughout the country, as it marks a significant victory for the civil rights movement.

The Supreme Court's decision was based on the 14th Amendment to the Constitution, which prohibits states from denying any person the equal protection of the laws.

The court's ruling was welcomed by civil rights leaders, who called it a major step forward in the struggle for racial equality.

The decision also sparked widespread reactions from other groups, with some praising it as a victory for justice, and others expressing concerns about its potential impact on local autonomy.

The Supreme Court's decision in the case of Brown v. Board of Education has been hailed as a landmark ruling in the fight against racial segregation and discrimination.

In a unanimous decision, the court ruled that the segregation of public schools was unconstitutional, effectively striking down the "separate but equal" doctrine that had been used to justify segregation.

The decision was a major victory for the civil rights movement and a turning point in American history.

The ruling of the Supreme Court has been hailed as a landmark decision in the fight against racial segregation and discrimination.

The decision in the case of Brown v. Board of Education has been praised for its importance in advancing civil rights and promoting equality.

The decision was widely seen as a triumph of the civil rights movement and a significant step forward in the fight against racial injustice.

The decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Brown v. Board of Education was hailed as a landmark ruling in the fight against racial segregation and discrimination.

The decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Brown v. Board of Education has been praised for its importance in advancing civil rights and promoting equality.

The decision was widely seen as a triumph of the civil rights movement and a significant step forward in the fight against racial injustice.
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Broncos Win NCAA District Title
Western Michigan Whips OSU, 7-3
KALAMAZOO — Pounding out six hits in the first inning, Western Michigan College today captured a 7-3 victory over Ohio State and won the NC- AA District baseball championship.

Western's eight-run first inning came in two ways: a single by Don Potter, a catcher's choice, and a passed ball on a wild pitch by the Buckeyes.

Trendy T-Botts
GABARDINES
$12.95

DIN DINNER GIMMICK
1. Can it be held in your pocket or purse?

2. Is it warm and slightly sharp?

Data Guide: The latest in 12-man football
SELECT REVIEW COAST
This week's Washington University is the first home game of the season.
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Farm Mechanization Pageant To Show Agriculture History

History will come alive in a few days, and place for on hand and a half hour to present an event during the Agricultural Engineering Exposition. Aug. 15-19, at the State Fair in Lansing. The pageant presentations area will be in the junior college and present farm mechanization. Prepare, Statesman, the Arts and Science, and Michigan State College.

The Michigan State Junior College will be prepared to show a farm and home pageant during the Exposition. A model of a farm home will be on display, with the house, barn, and plans for farm mechanization. The pageant will be presented by the Junior College, with the help of students and faculty. The pageant will present life on the farm, with a focus on technology and mechanization.

Ladies Take Auld

Homemakers Depict a Century of Change

The Homemakers' Department will place a special emphasis on the past 100 years in the Homemakers Department at the Centennial Farm Mechanization Pageant. The Homemakers will depict the history of homemaking and its role in society over the past century. The Homemakers will share stories, recipes, and traditions from different eras, highlighting the changes in homemaking over time.

Train Camp To Exhibit Mobile Living

"An ideal trailer camp found growing on a farm, and a half mile west of Farm Lane. Landings for the trailer camp will be available, and the trailer camp will be available for the agricultural community. Special room and convenience equipment will emphasize the "urban," according to the rules. Agricultural associations in agricultural engineering and agriculture of poultry.

The "Harvest Camp" is the first installation in the Middle Camp. The trailer will be transported from its home in England for the Exposition. The "Harvest Camp" will be housing for farmers, and the trailer will be used for housing. The "Harvest Camp" will be used for farm housing.

Other machines are planned to be used in the "Harvest Camp." The "Harvest Camp" will be used for farm housing.

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS
Centennial Feature Page

Aug. 15 - Aug. 20

Editor - Dolly Holt

OTHER EXHIBITIONS WILL TAKE A LOOK IN THE FUTURE

Train, Planes, Cars Included

This is a pageant of the fairgrounds and it is a pageant of the fairgound. The pageant will be included in the fairgrounds and it will be included in the fairgrounds. The pageant will be included in the fairgrounds and it will be included in the fairgrounds.